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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the system design of a low-
power wireless camera. A system level approach is used
to reduce energy dissipation and maximize battery life-
time. System properties such as the network configura-
tion and data statistics are exploited to minimize
computational switching. Embedded power supplies sys-
tems are also used to minimize energy dissipation under
varying temperature, process parameters and computa-
tional workload. Since sensor systems often operate in
burst mode with long idle periods, emphasis must be
placed on reducing system leakage power through the
use of emerging technologies and circuit techniques.

1. Introduction

This paper describes the design considerations for
an ultra low-power wireless camera (Figure 1). The cam-
era transmits compressed video data over a wireless link
(with a variable bandwidth up to 1Mbps) to a fixed base
station. Many of the design issues faced in the context of
our wireless camera are common to those in other wire-
less applications. Total system energy (computation and
communication) averaged over the normal operating con-
ditions of the device should be minimized to maximize
battery lifetime. The system should also be designed to
service time varying data rates and quality of service
requirements; embedded power supplies, which adapt
supply voltages on demand, can save significant power in
such systems.

The main application specific issues of our camera
have to do with the asymmetry between a camera and
the receiving base-station, which may be communicating

Figure 1. Portable video camera in a networked
environment
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with several cameras. The base-station is assumed to not
be battery operated and this creates opportunities to
design a system with skewed computational burdens,
favoring the low-power cameras.

2. Network-Driven Optimization

Increasingly, portable devices are being operated
within a networked environment, which gives them
access to high powered compute servers through a com-
bination of wired and wireless channels. This environ-
ment with distributed resources can be exploited to
reduce the power dissipation in the portable by transfer-
ring large amounts of computation typically performed at
the portable to the high powered servers on the network.

The camera described in the previous section must
encode the video stream before it can be transmitted
across the bandwidth-constrained wireless channel. Most
video compression algorithms use some form of block-
based scene motion estimation/compensation to remove
the temporal correlation inherent in natural video
sequences. The algorithms vary from low-complexity
approaches such as conditional replenishment (i.e., sim-
ple frame differencing) to full search approaches. There is
an inherent trade-off between the amount of computation
and the rate of compression for conventional video com-
pression algorithms-- the ones which achieve high rates
of compression are computationally intense, whereas the
computationally simple algorithms tend to not produce
acceptable rates of compression.

An important observation, that can save significant
power in the camera, is that the motion of objects is con-
tinuous from one frame to the next in natural sequences.
Thus, knowing the location of an object in a few previous
frames, it is possible to predict its location in the current
frame (i.e., it is possible to predict the motion vectors of
the current frame based on the motion vectors of the pre-
vious frames). It therefore is possible to remove the
motion estimation computation from the portable encoder
and perform it at the receiving base-station (or at another
server on the network). Since the base-station only has
access to the previous reconstructed frames, it must per-
form motion estimation on these previous frames and
predict the motion vectors of the current frame from these
motion vectors of the previous reconstructed frames.
These predicted motion vectors are transmitted through a
low-bandwidth reverse wireless link to the encoder, where



the remainder of the compression algorithm is performed.
This algorithm, shown in the flow graph in Figure 2, is
called network-driven motion estimation and illustrates
the effective reworking of a conventional video compres-
sion algorithm so that the computationally demanding
task of motion estimation can be performed at a high
powered network server [1].

A video compression system which employs net-
work-driven motion estimation performs nearly as well as
one which performs the motion estimation computations
at the encoder using full search computation. This is illus-
trated in Figure 3, which shows the number of bits
required to code each frame of a video sequence using
encoder-based motion estimation, conditional replenish-
ment, and network-driven motion estimation. Network-
driven motion estimation compresses the images much
more than conditional replenishment, while using the
same amount of encoder power. Alternatively, network-
driven motion estimation achieves nearly the same com-
pression rates as encoder-based motion estimation while
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Figure 2.  Network-Driven Motion Estimation
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Figure 3. Bit rates for different video algorithms

using over two orders of magnitude less computation at
the encoder.

3. Energy Scalable Computing

Energy efficient system design requires systematic
optimization at all levels of design abstraction ranging
from process technology and logic design to architectures
and algorithms [2]. In many applications, such as the
wireless camera, it is desirable to design digital proces-
sors that allow a trade-off between the quality of service
(QoS) provided and the energy consumed to process a
sample. This allows the user to evaluate the application’s
requirements and set the desired quality while minimizing
the energy consumption. We have developed an energy
scalable encryption processor where the level of security
(i.e., quality) and energy consumed to encrypt a bit can
be traded-off dynamically based on demand. Since trans-
mitted data streams can often be partitioned into different
priority levels, an energy scalable processor ensures that
important information is adequately protected, while sac-
rificing some security for low priority data in order to
reduce the total system energy.

The energy scalable encryption processor in this
work is based on a variable-width quadratic residue gen-
erator (QRG). The QRG is a cryptographically-secure
pseudo-random bit generator that is based upon the work
in [3]. The QRG operates by performing repeated modu-
lar squarings. The modular squaring is performed using
an algorithm based on Takagi’s iterated radix-4 algorithm
[4] which requires (log2 Q)/2 iterations to compute the
result P = X⋅Y mod Q. The least significant log2log2 Q bits
of each result can be extracted and used as a strong
reproducible pseudo-random source for applications such
as a stream cipher or key generator.

Energy scalable computing requires dynamically
reconfigurable architectures that allow the energy con-
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Figure 4. Energy scalable encryption processor



sumption per input sample to be varied with respect to
quality. In the case of the QRG, the quality scales sub-
exponentially with the modulus length, while the energy
consumption scales polynomially. A fully scalable QRG
architecture was developed where the width (w = log2 Q)
can be reconfigured on the fly to range from 64 to 512 bits
in 64 bit increments (Figure 4) [5]. The design makes
extensive use of clock gating to disable unused portions
of the QRG. Hence the switched capacitance of the QRG
is minimized and energy scalability is achieved.

Further energy/security scalability can be achieved
through the use of an adaptive supply [6]. Rather than
designing a system with a static supply to meet a specific
timing constraint under worst case conditions, it is more
energy efficient to allow the voltage to vary such that the
timing constraints are just met at any given temperature
and operating conditions; this is accomplished by estab-
lishing the power supply feedback around a fixed pro-
cessing rate or delay. In this example, when operating at
a reduced width, the number of cycles required per multi-
plication is reduced and therefore the supply voltage can
be reduced for a given throughput. The supply is varied
using an embedded custom DC/DC converter. The use of
an adaptive supply enables us to substantially reduce the

Figure 5. Power dissipation for fixed and variable supply
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Figure 6. Security vs. Energy

energy consumption as the multiplier width is varied
(Figure 5). Figure 6 shows a plot of security (measured in
MIPS-years) as a function of energy per bit. This plot was
obtained by varying the bitwidth and supply. Figure 7
shows a die photo of the scalable encryption processor
with embedded power supply.

The idea of varying energy and quality is a general
concept that can be applied to other signal processing
modules in the camera. A good example is the video
compression algorithm, where the image quality (amount
of compression) and energy to encode a frame can be
traded-off. Using a differential wavelet compression algo-
rithm, as shown in Figure 8, energy/quality scalability is
obtained by coding each frame with a variable number of
bits.

4. Burst Mode Computing
Sensor systems should also be designed to deal with

low duty cycles. In the wireless camera application, there
can be extended periods when there is very little image
motion. During periods of low motion, the signal process-
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Figure 7. Encryption processor with embedded supply
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ing and transmission circuitry can be powered off. In
order to minimize energy in the sleep state, device leak-
age must be minimized. However, low-voltage/low-power
design requires the use of low threshold devices which
results in significant static power dissipation.

One emerging technology that addresses this prob-
lem is Multiple Threshold CMOS (MTCMOS), which
reduces leakage current during idle mode by providing a
high threshold “gating” transistor in series with the low Vt
circuit transistors (Figure 9). In active mode, the high Vt
transistor is turned on, while in sleep mode it is turned off,
providing a small subthreshold leakage current [7]. For a
purely combinational circuit, where state does not need to
be preserved, only one type of high VT device is actually
required.

A key challenge in designing with MTCMOS is the
transistor sizing of high VT devices, which is very strongly
dependent on data dependent current profiles. As logic
gates switch, the virtual power lines fluctuate, causing
logic to slow down (due to body effect and reduced cur-
rent drive); this makes analyzing the critical path a chal-
lenging task. For example, consider two vector pairs (A,
B) that exercise the same critical path and hence result in
the same delay for an 8x8 multiplier in standard CMOS
technology (Figure 10) [8]. The plot shows the delay for
an equivalent MTCMOS implementation for the two differ-
ent vectors pairs. The delay for a given sleep transistor
size differs because the transition from (x:00,y:00) ->
(x:FF,y:81) causes many more internal transitions in adja-
cent cells and thus is more susceptible to ground bounce
than the (x:7F, y:81) -> (x:FF, y:81) transition. The second

Figure 9. MTCMOS circuit structure
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Figure 10. MTCMOS delay dependence on activity

input causes a rippling effect through the multiplier, where
only a few blocks are discharging current at the same
time. New design methodologies and tools will be
required to analyze critical paths and optimize transistor
sizes in MTCMOS technology.

5. Conclusion
Low-power sensor design requires a system level

methodology that explicitly considers computation and
communication costs. Networking and remote compute
servers can be exploited to save power by optimum parti-
tioning of the computation. Extremely low power opera-
tion can be achieved in digital circuits by aggressively
scaling of the power supply voltage. In many cases, the
supply has to be adaptive to meet time varying QoS or
data rate requirements. The low duty cycle of sensors
should be considered in the selection of process technol-
ogy and circuity styles since idle mode leakage can domi-
nate the overall power consumption.
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